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I have been asked to 

write about some 

changes that have 

occurred over the last 

30 years? Hmmmm, 

we typed up hand 

written letters on 

manual typewriters for 

officers we didn’t even work for…in a typing 

pools of five to ten ‘Writers’, we paid people in 

cash (remember that stuff?) and everyone lined 

up for payment so the Coxswains could check 

for haircuts, there was only one ship (HMAS 

Jervis Bay) that had females onboard, we 

processed all aspects of removals and housing, 

allotments were completed on a hard copy form 

that was sent to Melbourne for processing, and 

there were 560 Writers in the Navy….I can go 

on and on. So yes, I can say with some 

authority that times have changed, and I believe 

mostly for the better. 

 

As a workgroup the ML-P supply is still under 

demand with a supply of trained workforce 

(AB-CPO) of 222 personnel to meet a demand 

of 247, being a shortfall of 25 personnel. This 

has increased from the 11 short in my last 

newsletter and this can be attributed to the 18 

Fixed Term Positions that have been made 

enduring. This may have made our Supply v 

Demand look down but this has been actually a 

really good thing for our workgroup. As they 

are now enduring, we can now recruit and 

promote to them where in the past our 

workplaces had to wear the hurt to fill these 

supposed temporary positions. Our recruiting 

has increased to 20 per year from 16 so that 

will steadily improve our numbers and there are 

currently 12 personnel in our training pipeline 

that will hit trained force towards the end of 

this year. Our workgroup is also again 

accepting re-entries so permanent navy will 

gain the experience ex members who can 

smoothly transition to become immediately 

effective. But with shortages there will still be 

many great opportunities for promotion across 

all ranks. 

 

Separation rates for our workgroup have 

increased above the whole of Navy sailor rate 

for the first time in many years, especially at 

the Leading Seaman rank. I ask that all of you 

across all ranks to take a keen interest in what 

your peers are thinking and how we can help 

keep them happy to make the decision to 

continue serving because after all, we are the 

best workgroup in Navy and should be happy! 

 

By the time you read this the full cause and 

effects of Defence One will be known having 

been released 7 August 2017, all positive I’m 



sure! As I explained in my last newsletter, the 

efficiency savings Defence One will bring 

Navy, and definitely us as ML-P’s, will be 

significant. The automation of a lot of 

processes will further reduce our traditional 

transactor rolls seeing there no longer being a 

requirement to have sailors in MPAD’s. In fact, 

most of you are probably already aware that 

MPAD-Stirling has closed and MPAD-Sydney 

Central will most likely close in the New Year. 

As your workgroup manager, I am devising 

some cunning plans for where I can best place 

these handed back positions to best support 

Navy. Hopefully as you read this, some of 

these plans have come to fruition but as I said 

in the last newsletter, Plan Acrux also has 

grand plans for these positions…so let the fight 

begin. 

 

Another major initiative affecting us is the 

restructuring of our career continuum to allow 

for the changes to the way our training is 

delivered. We have removed CEJ liability 

arising from the ML-P Supervisor Course and 

the ML-P Operator Course is being revised to 

remove their CEJ liability. This has a direct 

effect on where our Skill Grade and Pay Grades 

are placed as the CEJ were a trigger point at 

some levels. A submission will be made to the 

DFRT and the outcome will be put to you in 

the autumn 2018 newsletter.  

 

This will be my last newsletter to you as my 

time here comes to an end at the end of this 

year. I have enjoyed every second of serving 

you as your workgroup manager and even 

though I won’t be sitting in this chair I will still 

have a keen vested interest in our workgroup. 

So any great ideas you have pass them up 

through your divisional staff to my 

replacement…I know I will. See out in the 

Fleet! 

 
ML-P sailors hard at work in the ship's office

 




